
CONTURO KA 65 Hand-Held Edgebander Set
Product # FS574616

DESCRIPTION
With the new CONTURO Edgebander, it's just just as easy to apply edgebanding on
the job site as it is in the shop. Even if you have a large stationary edgebanding
machine, the CONTURO can complement your edgebanding process by giving you a
way to work with radii, circular pieces, bevels and small pieces.

The CONTURO's offers exceptional ergonomic design, including dual speeds, and a
unique patented hot melt glue adhesive system. There's no risk of burns because the
glue system is thermally isolated.

Ditch the iron or hot air gun to and gain the benefits of a dedicated edgebanding
machine without the cost associated with stationary equipment.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
-Inexpensive compared to alternatives like stationary edge banding machines -Capable
of edge banding curves, circles, convex and concave radii and inside corners -
Electronically controlled precision glue distribution system for maximum adhesion -
Compact, portable, ergonomic design for easy use and flexibility -Optional table
mounting for working with small pieces

REQUIRED PRODUCTS

Requires the following products
 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # FS574616

Brand Festool

Type of Tool Electric

APPLICATION
Suitable for machining all types of wood, plastic or melamine edging.

INCLUDED PRODUCT(S)
Kit includes: - 1 support handle and 1 guide table - 1 batch of 4 Natural color EVA Adhesives (FS499812) - 1 Systainer T-LOC SYS 4 -
Edge Bander Trimming Set SYS KB-KA 65

EVA Edgebanding Adhesive
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https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/glues-silicones-and-caulking/hot-melt-glues/eva-edgebanding-adhesive/1192451
https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/glues-silicones-and-caulking/hot-melt-glues/eva-edgebanding-adhesive/1192451


IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Specifications: Power consumption: 1200watts/10amps, 120V AC Heating Time: 8-10min. Melting Temperature: 212-410F (100-210C)
Infeed Speed: 6.5/13.1 ft/min (2/4 m/min) Inner Radius:- Minimum of 2" (50mm) Max. Banding Height: 23/32" to 2-9/16" (18-65mm) Max.
Banding Thickness: 1/32" to 1/8" (0.5-3.0mm) Weight: 17.4 lbs (7.9 kg.)

PRODUCT PHOTOS
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